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FOREWORD

This design manual for ground-mounted air-supported,
single- and double-well structures was prepared by the Mayes
International Corporation and provides the Military and Government
suppliers with design itiformation to fabricate functional and
reliable air-supported structures at the lowest possible weight.
The data and design information presented is based on wind tunnel
tests and analytical determinations reported in Natick Technical
Report 67-36-ME entitled "Wind Tunnel Test and Analyses of Ground
Mounted Air Supported Structures". Wind tunnel tests were conducted
in the six foot by six foot stability tunnel at Virginia Polytechnic
Institute, Blacksburg, Virginia. Initial work was condL'cted for the
U. S. Army Natick Laboratories, Natick, Massachusetts under Contract
DA19-129-AMC-129(N), during the period from July 1963 to October
1966. Additional analyses and tests were conducted under Contract
DA19-129-AMC-953(N) from May 1966 to May 1968. Data presented
supplement and supersede information shown in Natick Technical
Report 67-35-ME dated October 1966.

Mr. Constantin J. Monego of the General Equipment & Pack-
aging Laboratory at the Natick Laboratories was the Army Project
Engineer for -his program. Mr. A. E. Dietz was the Program Manager
and Messrs. K. B. Proffitt, R. S. Chabot, and E. L. Moak were the
principal investigators for the Hayes International Corporation.
The assistance provided by Mr. C. J. Monego of the Natick Labora-
tories, Dr. R. T. Keefe and Prof. F. G. Maher of the Virginia
Polytechnic Institute, and the personnel of the Technical Engineering IN
Department at Hayes International Corporation are gratefully acknowl-
edged. In particular, many thanks are due Mr. Joseph I. Bluhm,
Chief, Applied Mechanics Research Laboratory and his staff at the
U. S. Army Materials and Mechanics Research Center, Watertown,
Massachusetts, for review and analysis of this report which resulted
in many valuable comments and recommendations, and to Messrs. J. H.
Flanagan, W. C. Whittlesey, and C. V, Weikert for their encouragement
and support of this work.
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ABSTRACT

The objective of this design manual is to provide industry
and Government suppliers with design information to fabricate func-
tional and reliable air-supported structures at the lowest possible
weight. The data and design information presented are based on
wind tunnel tests and analytical determinations reported in a
previous investigation.

Design information is given for spherical and cylindrical
(single- and double-wvll) air-supported structures. The data in
general are presented in nondimensional coefficient form and, there-
fore, are applicable to full-scale structures within the range of
parameters tested. Design information is presented as charts and
tables on tent aerodynamic force and moment coefficients, anchor and
guyline coefficients, structural deflections, material stresses,
packaged volume, and weight.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

In March 1956, a revised edition of the Design Manual for
Spherical Air-Supported Radomes was published by Crnell Aeronautical
Laboratory. Since its publication, air-supported structures of other
than spherical shapes have been adopted by the Army. Design and fabrica-
tion of these tents have generally been limited to the semi-empirical
methods outlined in the revised Design Manual for Spherical Air-Supported
Radomes and data estimated to cover other basic configurations.

To assist the tentage engineer to more accurately define the
criteria for design of air-supported structures, the U. S. Army Natick
Laboratories contracted with Hayes International Corporation to formulate
practical design criteria for single- and double-vail air-supported

Y structures. The program included a comprehensive analytical study and
model wind tunnel tests resulting in a design manual for xround-mounted
air-supported structures. A more rigorous solution to the analytical
determination of fabric stresses is included in this investigation which,
combined with the latest materials and accessory equipment information
furnished by the Army, has produced more precise tentage design criteria
than has heretofore been available to the Army designer.

This design manual presents the results of these tests and
analyses in a concise form of design tables and curves for both single-
and double-wall structures with sample problems illustrating the use of
the data.

i
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SECTION 2

GENERAL DISCUSSION

BACKGROUND

The art of tent making is thousands of years old. For centuries,
through trial and error, man has constructed effective shelters for habita-
tion and housing of equipment. The evolution of this art has covered myriad
configurations, but only recently has a way been found to eliminate the cum-
bersome weight of the supports through the use of inflation techniques. The
forerunner of air-supported tents dates back to early World War 11 days when
an external enclosure over a radar antenna was found desirable. This use
was motivated by the necessity for protection of the radar installation from
high winds. These early installations were small in size and the material
used ranged from single sheets of molded plexiglass or plywood to multiple
layers of sandwich-type construction. The first reported use of a resin-
impregnated glass fabric as a radome material stemmed from an attempt to
reduce the moisture absorption properties of plywood on the earlier models
through the application of a thin protective overlay on the external surface
of the radome.

Larger radomes were dictated for use on later World War II radar
installations. The advent of radomes ranging in diameter from 35 to 55 feet
arose from the necessity to extend the United States Air Defense after World
War II to include radar detection systems located In arctic zones of opera-
tion. Operational radars of that time were designed to withstand only the
wind loads and weather conditions encountered in temperate zones. Wind
conditions in the Arctic were known to impose greater loads upon an antenna
system and upon its pedestal than those for which the structure was designed.
Therefore, it was decided to utilize radomes for environmental protection.
Up until this time, the large radomes had been used as an expedient alterna-
tive to modification and strengthening of existing radar antenna structures.
With the advent of arctic usage, the intrinsic merits of the lightweight
radome soon becme obvious; i.e., environmental protection, reduction in
power required to rotate large antenna systems in high winds, and reduction
in size and weight of structural members at the cost of a small degradation
in system performance due to the presence of the radome.

Modern scientific and technological developments made in military
equipment and in support of a mobile army have resulted in the need for new
type tentage. The need for new tentage varies from highly specialized items
for the missile program to large maintenance tents for ground vehicles and
aircraft. Figures 1 through 6 present some existing single- and double-wall
air-supported structures and Table I provides general tentage information.

The use of air-supported tents, other than radomes, represents one
approach taken by the Army to provide shelters of reduced weight, cost and
cubage which can be easily transported, erected, and struck for more mobile

2



Table I

General Tent Data - Single and Double Wall Tents

Tent Type Dimensions Shape IFabric Weight 1

Single Wall

Base - 5.5
Pentadome - 100 ft. die. h - 50 ft. Spherical Dome - 18

Base- 10Pentadome -150 ft. die. h - 85 ft. Spherical Dome - 24

I y Shricald

Air House - 40 x 80 ft. h - 15 ft. Cylindrical

h h- 19 ft. 8 in.
Radome - 27 ft. dia. Base Dia. 24 ft Spherical 19-20

h - 13 ft.il ~Cylindrical-
Above Ground Launcher W - 17 ft. 6 in. Spierical 18S.th- 61 ft. SpeialEd

_ _._ _ _Double Wall

b - 27 ft.
asembly Area Wh- 54 ft. Cylindrical 20

SWall Depth - 3 ft.

h - 18 ft. - 4 in.

Aviation Maintenance W - 28 ft - Roof -14S£•~- 10 ft: - 23 in. yidia End - 16
ViAll Depth - 2 ft.

h - 13 ft. 8 in.

Shelter Set Small W - 23 ft. 4 in. Cylindrical Roof - 14

Sh- 13 ft. End -16

*Fabric Weight, oz/yd2

L'
S I I I I I II I I I I



technology of tent making is developing, step by step, from a traditional
craft to a branch of scientific engineering.

Cornell Aeronautical Laboratories and Massachusetts Institute of
Technology have performed several scale tests on radome and missile shelter
models. Cornell has produced a Radome Design Manual for spherical radomes
based on these tests. Design and fabrication of other than spherical tents
has been accomplished largely by extrapolation of the design data contained
in the Radome Design Manual and the individual designer's personal "feel"
for the problem. A wind tunnel program was initiated to investigate a wide
variety of tents, both spherical and cylindrical, single- and double-wall.
The data obtained from these tests have been reduced and put in parametric
form to facilitate future tent design.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

Air-supported tents present the modern mobile army with many advan-
tages over rigid structures. Some of the more important advantages are
listed below:

Radio-freauency Transmissibility - The air-supported tent, as used to house
radar antenna, due to its thin-walled construction, very nearly approaches
the ideal shelter, i.e., a thin-walled homogeneous sphere. For this reason
the same radome can be used for several radar systems of different frequen-
cies.

Litht Weight, Low Bulk, and Cubage - The inherent characteristics of an air-
supported structure provides a high structural efficiency, which results
in very low package weight. Use of thin flexible material for the envelope
permits the entire unit to be folded into a small package which facilitates
shipment and storage.

Ease of Handline and Logistic Support - Due to its low weight and compact-
ness, the air-supported structure is one of the most portable of all pres-
ently available shelters. The durability of the material used for the
envelope minimizes logistic requirements and maintenance. Standardization
of the basic tent sizes reduces the inventory requirement and makes the
air-supported structure adaptable to nearly all shelter requirements.

4
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DESIGN PARAMETERS

GENERAL

This part of the design manual contains the mathematical equations
and ffgures necessary to compute tent design parameters. Basic tent design
paramecers included are as follows:

Aerodynamic: Lift,"Drag, and Pitching (Overturning) Moment
STent D~eflectionW

Fabric Weight and Stress

Anchor Loads
Blower Characteristics: Pressure and Volume
Estimated Weight and Package Cube of the Tents.

The graphical presentation of the design parameters shown in this manual ts
based on wind tunnel tests, the details of which are fully described in U. S.
Army Natick Laboratories Technical Report 67-36-NE entitled "Wind Tunnel
Tests and Analyses for Ground Mounted Air-Supported Structures" dated

October 1966.

Fabric shelters subjected to winds of high velocity can experience
aerodynamic forces of considerable magnitude. These forces can be altered
and minimized by proper shape design. Thirty-six single- and double-wall

% tents were tested to 110 miles per hour and the resulting data prepared,
which facilitates the task of optimizing tent shape. It should be noted
that the single-wall cylindrical shapes differed from the double-vail shapes
in that the ends vore hemispherical or ellipsoidal for single-vail and flat
for double-wall. The aerodynamic force data are presented in nondimensional
coefficient form by dividing the force data by a reference area, Ap, and the
dynamic or impact pressure, q. The tent planform area, Ap, was selected as
the reference area and is defined as the maximum area n a horizontal plane.
For design convenience, planform areas for tents with radii up to 80 feet
are shown in Table II.

The impact pressure due to wind velocity for use in the design
equations is defined by the following mathematical expression:

q a 1/2 p U2

where q - Impact pressure, lb/ft

Density of air, slugs/ft and equals
0.00238 for a standard day at sea level

U •Wind velocity, ft/sec



Table II

Tent Planform Area, A

Spherical and Cylindrical Tents with Hemisp ical Ends

r[ent R-diuu, r Tent Planform Area, A., Sq. Ft.

Ft. Spherical Cylindrical Cylindrical Cylindricall

1/2, W/Lh 1/3, W/Ih 1/4, WIth

10 314 714 1114 151.412 452 1028 1604 2180

14 615 1399 2183 2967

16 804 1828 2852 3876
18 1017 2313 3609 4905
20 1256 2856 4456 6056
22 1520 3456 5.A2 7328
24 1809 4113 b417 8721
26 2123 4827 7531 10235
28 2463 5599 2735 118718
30 2827 6427 100278 13627
32 3216 7312 11409 15505
34 3631 8255 12879 175032
36 4071 9255 14439 19623

_ 38 1536 10312 16088 21864
40 5026 11426 17826 2422642 5541 12597 19653 26709

44 6082 13826 21870 29314
46 6647 15111 23575 3203948 7238 16454 25670 34886
50 7853 17'854 2'7854 37854

52 1494 19310 30126 40942
54 9160 20824 32488 4415256 9852 22396 34940 47484

58 10568 41249 37480 50936S60 J'11309 25709 40109 -5450'9

62 12076 27452 62828 5820464 12868 29252 45636 62020
66 13684 31108 48532 65956
68 14526 33022 51518 70014
70 15393 34903 54593 74193-
72 16286 37022 57758 78494
74 17203 39107 61011 82915
76 18145 41249 64393 87457
78 1 19113 43449 6778.' 92121

80 20106 1 T/J 71306 96906

Note: A a r 2 + 2r (Lh -2r)
p

6



!be variation oi impact pressure with wind bpeed at sea level and 59"F. is
shown in Figure 7. The variation of impact pressure with pressure altitude
and temperature is shown in Figure 8. This figure presents a correction
factor, k.9 which, when multiplied by the standard day impact pressure, will

correct for variations in design atmospheric conditions:

k q std, lb/ft 2

Lift

The aerodynamic lift coefficient in defined as follows:

CL-

where CL - Lift coefficient, nor-dimensel~al

L - Total .ft,

-- Impact pressure, lb/ft2

Ap Planform area, ft 2

The variation in lift coefficient with tent height-to-diameter ratio and
width-to-length ratio is shown in Figure 9 for sinple-wall tents and
Figure 10 for double-wall tents.

The r•,rodynaric drag coefficient is defines as follows:

CD D

where CD - Drag coefficient, non-dimensional

D - Total drag, lb
• q - Impact pressure, lb/ft2

Ap a Planform area, ft 2

The variation in drag coefficient with tent height-to-dlameter ratio and
width-to-length ratio Is shown in Figure 11 for single-wall tents and
Figure 12 for double-wall tents.

7I



Uverturilng Moment

The aerodynamic overturninR moment coefficient is defined as
follows:

C M
M qA d

p

where CM a Moment coefficient - non-dimensional

M - Overturning moment, ft-lb

q - Impact pressure, lb/ft 2

A - Planform area, ft 2

p

d a Reference length, ft

Th, variation in overturning moment with tent height-to-diameter ratio and
width-to-length ratio are shown in Figure 13 for single-wall tents and in
Figure 14 for double-wall tents.

In order to calculate the total aerodynamic lift, drag and moments
acting on the tent, it is necessary to rearrange the equations which define
the coefficients as follows:

Lift L C qA
L p

Drag D C qA
D P

Moment M CM qApd

The coefficients CL, CD and CM are obtained from the appropriate

curves. The impact pressure, q, is obtained from Figures 7 and 8. The
reference area A is obtained from Table V or by calculation, using thep
equations provided and dirmensions of the tent. The reader is referred to
SECTION 4, SAMPLE DESIGN PROBLEMS, for examples in which the aerodynamic
coefficient data are used.

TENT DEFLECTION

The maximum tent deflection resulting from 110 miles per hour winds
are shown in Figures 15 through 19 with inflation pressure equal to q or 6"
w.g. The data are plotted as a ratio of tent deflection-to-tent radius, 6/r
versus the ratio of tent height-to-tent diameter, h/d. The maximum tent
deflection imposes limitations on the usable tent radius.

8



if rhe t size Is known, the maximum tent deflection data can be
used to establisk. che maximum usable tent radius, r', in accordance with the
following:

ri = r (1-

C' - Usable tent radius, ft

where r m Radius of tent, ft

6 - Deflection ratio
r

If the required size is not known a minimum acceptable tent radius
is established for a usable volume, and allowances made to include the
maximum tent deflection. This may be accomplished as follows:

y ~(1 - 6ir)

where r' - Minimum acceptable radius, ft

:- - Deflection ratio
r

r * Required tent radius, ft

Tent Anchor Loads

The general anchor load coefficient due to aerodynamic forces is
defined as follows:

A AL
AL qAp

where C - Anchor load coefficientS~AL

P AL Anchor Load, lb

q - Impact pressure, lb/ft 2

A - Tent planform area, ft 2

p

Single-Wall Tents

For single wall tents, the lift due to inflation pressure must be
added to the aerodynamic lift to determine total lift. The load a: the

9



anchors due to inflation Dressure can he r1r0n-fllf•lA E•rown- f

pression:

P -P A
IL e f

where P = Tent enclosure pressure, lb/ft 2

e

A = Floor area, ft 2

Usiag the anchor load coefficient from Figure 20, the total anchor load for
single-wall tents is calculated as follows:

Total PAL = CAL q Ap + P e Af - PAL + PIL

To find the maximum load per foot of perimeter it is necessary to
divide the total anchor load by the perimeter of the tent:

Total PAL
Anchor Load A

Foot Tent perimeter

The anchor spacing to secure the tent at the design wind load can be
calculated as follows:

Total P
No. of base anchors AL

Anchor holding capacity*

SAnchor spacing - Tent perimeter) (Anchor holding cagacitv) ,ftAnho sTotal P

Double-Wall Tents

The anchor load coefficients for double-wall tents are defined as
follows:

C BL -PBL

qAp

PGL
CC.L -=C

qAp

*Auchor holding capacity @ 1500 lb/ anchor

10
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BL

CGL - Anchor load coefficient for the guy lines

P - Anchor load on base, lb
BL

P - Anchor load on guy lines, lb
GL

q - Impact pressure, lb/ft 2

A = Tent planform area, ft 2

p

The variation of anchor loads with tent height-to-diameter ratios
and width-to-length ratio is shown in Figure 21 for the base anchors and
Figure 22 for the guy lines.

The total base anchor load can be calculated as follows:

Total P = CqA for base anchor loads, and

Total PGL CGLqAp for guy line loads

The number of anchors required to secure the double-wall tent at the
design wind loads can be calculated as follows:

P
"No. of base anchors - BL

Anchor holding capacity*

P
No. of guy line anchors - CL

Anchor holding capacity*

TENT STABILITY

Tent instability, defined as the conditions of tent deflection and
oscillation that combine to produce objectional tent motion, has been
studied with respect to fabric porosity, enclosure pressure, cell size, cell
pressure and guy line locations. This evaluation is subjective and the

*Anchor holding zapacity @ 1500 lb/anchor
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However, the following general conclusions may be made relative to single-
and double-wall tent stability.

Single-Wall Tents

The single tent configurations, with the exception of the 7/8 sphere
and all l14 width to-length ratio cylindrical tents, were found to be very
stable. For the cylindrical single-vall tents, motion is more pronounced
with a wind at 45 degrees attitude. Other spherical and the 1:2 width-to-
length ratio cylindrical configurations exhibited very stable properties at
all test conditions. The elliptical end tent appeared to be more stable
than the hemispherical end tents.

Single-wall tents with low porosity fabric exhibited lower deflec-
tions, in general, than tents made from coated fabric and possessed equal
or better stability characteristics.

The enclosure pressure for single-wall tents is an important factor
in controlling tent motion. Although permissible tent deflections, as re-
quired by tent usage, could establish pressure requirements, tests indicate
that only with enclosure pressures equal to or greater than the test dynamic
pressure, q, did both good stability and deflection characteristics exist.

Double-Wall Tents

The double-wall tents had flat ends which contributed to flow
separation and less stability than the single-wall tents with spherical
ends. The 3/4 cylindrical, 1:1 width-to-length tents were not 'true'
cylindrical tents but, rather, had flat sides which may have contributed
to this configuration's exceptionally low stability.

The ratio of tent deflection-to-tent radius versus cell pressure
in inches water gage for double-wall tents is shown in Figure 18. Cell
pressure is an important factor in controlling tent motion. Although
permissible tent deflection, as required by tent usage, could establish
pressure requirements; tests indicated that only for cell pressure equal
to or in-excess-of the wiud impact pressure did both good stability and
deflection characteristics exist. From a stability standpoint at 110 miles

12
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per hour, no significant gains were achieved beyond an inflation pressure
of 16 inches water gage since insignificant deflection reductions occurred
for call prcssures up tL 30 inches water gage.

The best guy line configuration consists of a combination high
(0.8 height) and low (0.4 tent height) line arrangement, with the
upper guy lines angled 45 degrees to the tent side and the lover guy linha
perpendicular to the tent side when viewed from the top of the tent.

To minimize double-wall tent corner deflection and motion, which
occurs primarily when the tent is oriented 45 degrees to the wind (corner
into the wind), guy lines angled 45 degrees to the tent side should be
attached to each corner of the tent at a point 0.8 tent height and make
an angle of approximately 45 degrees with the ground. Corner and end
deflections were more pronounced on the double-wall tents. That deflection
is believed to be aggravated by the flat ends of the double-wall tents and
no solution to corner deflection at the 45 degree attitude was found.

Tent cell size was also observed to be a factor in providing better
tent stability since an increase in cell size was more rigid for the same
cell inflation pressure. A prime consideration in increasing cell size is
that, for the same enclosure volue, the tent overall size and weight in-
crease rapidly.

Double-wall tent enclosure pressure should be maintained at ambient
or low positive pressure to preclude cell buckling tendency on the windward
(forward) side of the tent.

STRUCTURAL

The air-supported structure designer of previous years has had to
use crude stress analyses and a large factor-of-safety to assure structure
capable of withstanding a design wind load. The importance of optimized
tent structures created the need for a more refined analysis of the stresses
involved. Fabric stress distribution was determined analytically through
the use of wind tunnel measured pressure distributions about many basic
tent shapes and applying suitable shell theory. Tent shapes included
spherical and cylindrical single-wall tents, with hemispherical and ellip-
soidal ends, and double-wall tents with flat ends - with and without guy
lines attached. Basic tent design data are presented here while detail
derivation can be found in Reference 1.

13



Single-Wall Spherical Tents

The design curves for spherical tents are included as Figures

23 and 24. The design procedure is as follows.

1) From design requirements, select tent size and shape
and design value of dynamic pressure.

2) Enter Figure 23 at the required h/d and read N /qr,
Ne/qr, and N /qr.

3) Multiply stress coefficients by dynamic pressure in
pounds per square inch and tent radius in inches.

N* - (N /qr) q r

No - (N,/qr) q r

N,,- (Ne/qr) q r

4) The maximum stress resultants are obtained by adding
the effect of internal pressure to the stress obtained
from step 3.

N N + Per/2

N4 N~ + P r/2

N¢e Ne

These are the maximum design stress resultants in
pounds per inch. The coordinate system is shown in
Figure 25.

Should any other than the maximum value of N be desired, enter

Figure 24 and read the stress ratio for the desired h~d and 0. Multiply
this stress ratio by the value of N from step 3. Add to this the effect
of internal pressure, yielding the Sesired value of V8 (0).

NOW) - C,((,)/Ne(peak)] N6 + P r/2

Sinale-Wall Cylindrical Tents with I.emispherical Ends

The design curves for cylindrical tents with hemispherical ends are
included as Figures 26 through 30. The design procedure is as follows.

14



r) From design requirements determine tent size and shape
and design value for dynamic pressure.

2) Find the stress coefficients for the required h/d and
We h ratios from Figures 26 through 30. Coefficients

for both the cylindrical portion and the hemispherical end
are given in these design curvet.

3) Multiply stress coefficients by the design dynamic pres-
sure in pounds per square inch and tent radius in inches.

Cylindrical Center:

No = (N0/qr)cyj q r

Nx " (NO/qr),yl q r

Hemispherical End:

N, - (N,/qr)p q r

No - (NO/qr)sph q r j
N*oe (Noe/qr) q r

4) The maximum stress resultants are found by adding the
effect of internal pressure as follows.

Cylindrical Center: .

No -N 0+ P r

N - N + P r/2
X x e

Hemispherical End:

No N + Per/2

N -N +Pr/26 8. e.~

N -Noe 00
These are the maximum design stress resultants in pounds
per inch. The coordinate system is shown in Figure 31.

Single-Wall Cylindrical Tents with Ellipsoidal Ends

The design curves for cylindrical tents with ellipsoidal ends are
included as Figures 32 through * The design procedure is as follows.

15



I) From design requirements determine tent size and shape
and dynamic pressure design value.

2) Enter Figure 32 and read the basic stress coef-
ficients for the design dynamic pressure.

3) Enter Figures 33 through 35 and read the correction

factors for Pa/q, h/d, W/4h, and b/r for the cylindrical

portion and ellipsoidal end.

4) Multiply corresponding correction factors with the basic
stress coefficients and the dynamic pressure in pounds
per square inch and tent radius in inches to get the
total stress resultant.

Cylindrical Center; using the correction factors for the
cylindrical portion:

S- C C C C (N /qr) qr
0 qO ho W# bC b

N -C C C C (N /qr) qr

e qe he We be e

Ellipsoidal Ends; using the correction factors for the ends;

SqC C C C (N /qr) qr

*e q6e h8e W0e bbe (Ne/qr) qr

N¢O=Cc Chc CW Cbc (Nce/qr) qr

These are the maximum design stress resultants in pounds
per inch. The coordinate system is shown in Figure 36.

Double-Wall Cylindrical Tents with Flat Ends

The design curves for double-wall tents with flat ends are included
as Figures 37 through 48. The design procedure is as follows.

1) From the design requirements, determine the tent size
and shape and the dynamic pressure design value.

2) Determine cell width-to-tent diameter ratio; w/d - 0.123
was found to be the best of the models tested in the
wind tunnel from a stability and weight standpoint.

3) Enter Figure 37 with h/d and w/d and find the basic pressure
coefficient, Pc/q. Find the correction factors, Cq and CW

for the design values of q and W/Lh* The required cell
pressure is given by

16



c - Cq CW (P/q) q

P should never be lens than 7 in. w.g.
c

4) Enter Figure 38 to obtain web stress, N .
5) Encer Figure 39 to obtain hoop stress, N. hj

6) Find the meridional stress N, , from Figures 40 through 48.

These are the maximum design stress resultants in pounds
per inch. The coordinate system is shown in Figure 49.

FABRIC STRESS

Single-Wall Tent

The stress resultants are all given in terms of orthogonal coordi-

nate systems: Spherical, ellipsoidal, or cylindrical. Only in the cylin-
drical coordinates, however, can the stresses be related directly to the
warp and filling directions of the fabric. In general, it will not be
known just what orientation the fabric weave will have with regard to theS~pertinent coordinate system at the point(s) of maximum stress. Because of

this, Lhe fabric should be designed to withstand the maximum principal stress.
Using the maximum stress resultants obtained from the design curve@, a

* slightly conservative value of the principal stress is given by

N + ( +o) +2 + -2mx 2 0 Ne)+Ng

Double-Wall Tent

The stress resultants are given in terms of meridional, hoop, and.

web directions. The fabric for the inside and outside surfaces should be
designed to the largest of the hoop and meridional stress. The web fabric
should be designed to withstand the largest of the web and meridional stress.

Safety Factors

The stress values provided in this manual are those stresses whinh
develop under design wind load. In selecting a material to meet the design
stresses, allowance must be made for other factors such as the following:

a. Uniformity of product
b. Weathering resistance
c. Handling
d. Stress-strain characteristics of the fabric and its

ultimate rupture strength.

17



To obtain the maximum reduction in weight and still have good
durability and reliability, each of the factors listed must be accur.telv
evaluated with respect to its effect on the strength of the material.
This information can be obtained from References 2 and 3 and from the
fiber manufacturers.

However, in situations where detailed information on the above
factors are not available, Reference 4 recommends that a safety factor of 3
be used. The design strength of the fabric is, then, three times rhe
maximum stress resultant.

FABRIC WEIGHTS

Weight of Base Fabric

The weight-strength relationship, n, of plain weave fabrics made
from different fibers is shown in Table III. The unit of measure is

* lbs-sq yd
inch-oz

The weight of base fabric is calculated as follows:

(safety factor) (maximum stress) * Wt of base fabric

Weight of Coated Fabric

The estimated weight of coating required versus weight of base
fabric for single-and two-ply coated fabric is shown in Figure 50.

The weight of coated fabric in obtained by adding the weight of the
base fabric and the weight of coating as setermined from the graph.

Wt base fabric + Wt of coating * Wt of coated fabric

BLOWER CHARACTERISUICS

The blocer pressure-volaue relationships for single and double wall
tenta differ and will be considered separately.

18
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T-_... TTT

Weight-Strength Relationship
of Plain Weave Fabrics

Weight-Strength ;

Fiber Type Specific Gravity Weiat-tngh
lb - aq yd
in X ox

Polyexter* 1.37 35 I

Nylon 1.14 38

Spun Acrylic 1.17 12

J Filmnent Acrylic 1.17 15

Glass Fiber** 2.56 19

0.Polypropylene* 0.98 48

*Strtip tensile test. Other tensile test data calculated from
grab tensile data using the relatioaship;
Grab tensile test x 0.66 - Strips tensile test.

**Base fabric prepared for coating.

***High initial test degrades rapidly in weathering. Satis-

factory coating adhesion difficult to attain.
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Sinsle-Wall Tent:

Pressure: An internal pressure equal to the wind impact pressure,
q, is recoswended for sood tent stability and minimum tent deflection. It
should be pointed out that pressures of less than q can be tolerated from
a stability standpoint. However, should pressures lover than q be used,
the greater deflections and lower usable volume resulting from these lower
pressures must be accounted for in the anticipated usage.

Blower volume: The blower must have sufficient volume to account
for all air losses and still maintain the required internal pressure. Air
losses which can be calculpted are fabric porosity, ventilating ports, slide
fasteners, and other orifices which are necessary for proper operation of
the tent. The air losses through the ground seal, doors, and other closures
are, for the most part, not amenable to calculations and must be determined
on an individual basis.

Fabric porosity is generally known or can be determined for any
given pressure in terms of air loss in cubic feet/per square foot/per minute.

Air losses, Q, through ventilating ports, slide fasteners, and other
orifices can be calculated from the following expression:

Q=1096.5 C0Ast/Ar

vhere
Q = Discharge, cu ft/mmn

A Area of orifice, sq ft

AP - Differential Pressure, inches w.g.

gp Density of Air, lb/cu ft

Cc - Coefficient of contraction

Cv Coefficient of velocity

Co 1 CC x C - 0.65

The leakage through a number 10 crown slide fastener was calculated
in terms of cubic feet per minute/per inch of slide fastener chain. The
results are plotted as Figure 51.

Air losses through the ground seal, doors, and other closures must
be determined experimentally.

20
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II

The following air losses were found for doors with metal frames and
ground seals typical for Military type air-supported tents.

Ttem Cubic fact/minutc

Door 503

Ground catenary with seal skirt 26 per perimeter foot

Ground, pipe seal 6 per perimeter foot

The air loss values listed above are typical and can be expected
for Military tentage installed under field conditions.

The volume capacity of the blower then becomes a summation of all
air loss factors.

Double-Wall Air-Supgorted Tents

Pressure: The pressure required for double-wall tents is related to
the size of the tent, and the depth of cell walls. The larger the depth of
cell wall for a given size tent, the lower the pressure requirement for the

N, design wind load.

Experience with Military double-well tents has shown that up to 7
inches w.g. was required to erect itself. It was also found that with tents
having a cell depth to tent width ratio of 0.08 to 0.12, the minimum tube
pressure which could be tolerated was "q" for survival, and 3q for good
stability .md minimum deflection.

Blower Volumes The air volume required for double-wall air supported
tents is much less than that required for the single-wall type. The double-
wall tent is airtight and, ideally, once inflated the tent will retain its
pressure with the blower turned off. In this situation the operation re-
quirements for air volume is minimum and blower volume capacity can be gaged

on other tent characteristics. Two such characteristics can be defined as
time for erection, and air capacity to compensate for air losses which may
occur when the cell wall is punctured. Air losses may be estimated as for
single-wall tents.

The air volume capacity required to erect the tent in a given time
can be estimated as follows:

S~Cell Volume (ft)3
Cell Vlme (min - Volumetric Capacity of Blower at aero

SInflation Time (mn) ice ae ae
inches water &age.
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ThNT WEIGHT AND CUBE

Tent Weight

Single-Wull Tents

Total weight-lbs = (Fabric Area-yds 2 )(Coated Fabric Weight-oz/yd2)
(1.5/16)

Double-Wall Tents

Wall and roof section

Tote! weight of Wall & Roof Sections-lbs -(Fabric Area-yd2)(Coated(Fabric Weisht-ot/yd2) (1,33/16,)

End Curtain

Total Weight of End Curtains = (Fabric Area-yd2)(Coated Fabric
Weight oz-yd2 ) (1.5/16)

Package Cuba

Sinale-Wall Tents

Package cube-ft 3 - (Total Weight of tent-lbs)(0.1 ft 3 /lb)

Double-Wall Tents.

Facknee cube-ft 3  (Total 's'eght of Roof & Wall + Total Weight
of End Curtains)(0.065)

22



SECTION 4

SAMPLE DESIGN PROBLEMS

GENERAL EQUATIONS

Lift L a CL qAp

Drag D - CD qA

Moment M C qA- d

Anchor Load PAL C qA
AL P

Guy Line Load PGL CGL qAp

Inflation Load (Single-Wall Tent) P - P A
IL e f

Planform Area

Single-Wall Sphere A v hr 2

P

r Single-Wall Cylinder with Hemispherical Ends

SAp -* wr 2  + 2 r(Ih - 2r)

Single-Wall Cylinder with Ellipsoidal Ends •

A- wbr + -r( 2b) S.h

Double-Wall Cylinder A - W1h

Floor Area

Single-Wall Sphere Af = w(r sin

Sinale-Wall Cylinder with Hemispherical Ends

Af - w(r sin + 2r sin6(h- 20.

Single-Wall Cylinder with Ellipsoidal Ends

Af - wbr sin2  B + 2r sin *B(Ih- 20)

Double-Will Cylinder Af Ih

Note: On all single-wall tents and circular cylindrical double-wall tents:
* 750 for h/d - 3/8; *B - 900 for h/d - 1/2; *B - 1200 for h/d-

3N4; and #B - 1400 for h/d a 7/8. For double-wall tents with straight
sides B must be specified as shown in Figure 52.
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Surface Area

Slngle-Wall Sphere A = ldh
5

Single-Wall Cylinder with H1ispiherical End*

Cylindrical Portion As " (Ih- 2r) d(O /57.3)
h B

Hemispherical Ends As - idh

Single-Wall Cylinder with Ellipsoidal Ends

Cylindrical Portion As M (Ih - 2b) d(0B/5 7 .3)
a Wh12r +b2 ln l4e

Ellipsoidal Ends As e I2r2 + I "l

with e = /I - (b/r)•

Double-Wall Cylinder

Circular Sided

Walls A - 4L h r(o,/57.3)

Web As - 2nvr(#B/57.3)

End Curtains As -2r 2  - sin 0 cos 4B)
B35

Flat Sided

Walls An = 4 0,h - h

Web As 2n r + h
2fE

End Curtains A. -2r 2  sn- cos) + 4rh

Perimeter

Single-Wall Sphere - 2wr sin 0

Single-Wall Cylinder with Hemispherical Ends

PI - 2wr ase B + 2 (th - 2r)

Sinale-Wall Cylinder with Ellipsoidal Ends
!b 2

P-, wr rsin /2 11+ +2 - 2b)
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Double-Wail Cylinder P - 2L
h

Number of Anchors laquired*

Single-Wall Tents NA - + AL

PA AL
Double-Wall Tents NA -

1500

Anchor Spacing AS - Pt/NA

Dynamic Pressure q = kp qstd

Fabric Stress

S•0(+) ~- (4...)qrPe r/2()qz+

Sinale-Wall Sphere qr + P ren

S (J)qr + P r/2

SHemspheicalEnd 0 - •r)qr a e/

- N

" qr 4

N0 ) N P r

SN (4 = (q-•e qr q -I

NO~pak)'qr2

Single-Wall Cylinder with WspimuericaLAG"d

Cylindrical Portion nh + p1 r

qr

N
N (4I) qr +P r/2
x qr a

N
Hemispherical End (-I qr + Pr/2

Yq qr

()qr +P r/2

N
N4 - - qr

40 qr

*Based on an allowable individual anchor load of 1500 lb.
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Single-Wall Cylinder with Ellipsoidal Ends

Cylindrical Portion N C C C C ( qr
(Using Cylinder 0 qO ho WO bo qr

Correction Factors) - ()
N qC Che C C qr

x qe he We be qr

Ellipsoidal End N -C C C C 4 qr
(Using End q h*W* O qr
Correction Factors) N

F c C C (1) qr
e qe he Cw be qr

N C Cqr
*e q*eCh8 CW06 w CebO qr

Double-Wall Cylinder
N

q

Ah q

Fabric Weight -N )2• •,+ N47e '2

Maximum Principal Stress Nmai- 1~(w, + N+ 47

Base Fabric Weisht Wbf SF Nmax/n

Slide Fastener Length for Single-Wall Tents

Cylinder with Hemispherical Ends

Lf =2r LB+ (Lh - 2r)

Cylinder with Ellipsoidal Ends

Lof irr -& /211 + t)2 + (i h 2b

Spherical Laf - wh

Cell Volume of Double-Wall Tents

Circular V¢ - 2wthrALB

Flat Sided V - 2wh (OB h
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Known Shape

Spherical Tent

Givenr:

Width -30 ft.
Height - 22.5 ft
Height/Diameter Ratio - 3/4

Design pressure altitude - Sea level
Temperature Range - -30OF to + 600F
Wind Velocity - 90 knots

Solution:

1. Find dynamic pressure, q

a. qstd - 5.3 in v.g. - 28 pef = 0.19 psi Figure 7

b. k a1.22 Figure 8
p

c . q - 1.22 qstd - 6.46 in v.$.

- 34.2 pof - 0.232 psi

S2. 

Find planform area, A p
Swr 2 , f(15) 2 - 709 sq ft

p

3. Find floor area, Af

Af - 'n(r 2 sin *B) - wi15 (sin 1200)12 177 sq ft

4. Find external surface area. A

A - wdh - w(30)(22.5) - 2120 sq ft - 235.6 sq yd

5. Find perimeter, PA I
P 2wr sin 0B 2 2n (15)(sin 1200) 0 47.2 ft

6. Find aerodynamic loads; L, D, and M-

a. Lift - CL qA A

I where CL * 0.763 Figure 9

L - (0.763)(34.2)(709) -18,500 lb

27
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b. Drag = CD q Al

where C - 0.437 Figure 11

D - (0.437) (34.2) (709) •10,596 lb

c. Overturning moment a CM q A

where CM- -0.140 Figure 13

M - (-0.140) (34.2) (709) - -3,395 ft-lb

7. Find maximum tent deflection; 6p, 6R, 6B

6 6
a. - - 0.198, H - 0.083 - 0.128 Figure 15

b. 6 F (-) (r) - (0.198) (15) - 2.97 ft

6 - (r) -(.083) (15) - 1.25 ft

6 ( (r) - (0.128) (15) = 1.92 ft

8. Find inflation load, PIL

P
IL ePA

since P - q for stability Pe 34.2 pof

PIL - (34.2)(177) - 6053 lb

9. Find anchor load, PA

PAL a CAL q Ap

where CA. 1.50 Figure 20

P1AL F (1.50)(34.2)(709) -36,372 Ib

10. Find number of anchors required, NA

P PNA a IL + A
1500"

*Based on an allowable individual anchor load of 1500 lb for a 4" arrowhead

anchor.
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S6,053 + 36.372 42.425
.1500

NA - 29 required

11. Find anchor spacing, AS

AS - P/NA

AS a 47.2/29 - 16.3 ft between anchors

12. Find fabric stress resultants

a. Peak stress resultants, N( )

for h/d - 3/4:

N N N
0 = 1.72, -A-- 1.67, e - 1.02 Figure 23

qr qr qr

Ne = (1.72)qr = (1.72)(0.232)(15)(12) - 71.83 lb/InVN (1.67)qr -(1.67)(0.232)(15) (12) - 69.74 Wb/in

N0 - 1.02 qr =(1.02)(0.232)(15)(12) a 42.60 lb/in

b. Maximum stress resultants, N( )

Pr
N- =N + • = 71.83 + (0.232)(15)(12)2

No- 71.83 + 20.88 - 92.71 lb/in

Pr
N -N + a- 69.74 + 20. 8 8* * 2

1 -90.62 lb/in

N N48 " 42.60 lb/in
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0I
c. Stress resultant at 0 - 45, Ne

No (0) ) er

N ) (W.2..pe-.) (Ne) + 2
8N (peak) 2

where Ne(O) - 0.50 Figure 24

NO (peak)

1 (s) - (0.50)(71.83) + 20.88
e

Ne(0) = 35.92 + 20.88 - 56.80 lb/in

d. Maximum principal stress, N

N max1/2(N + W) + 1/21/ we)' + 4W 2
*, e

N max 1/2(90.62 + 92.71) + 1/2 V(90.62 - 92.71)2 + 4(42.60)2

4 -"

Na 91.67 + 42.62 - 134.29 lb/in

13. Find coated fabric weight, Wcf

a. Determine fiber type from other considerations,
select polyester

b. WeiSht-strength relationship of fiber, n

lb-yd2- 35 Table III
in o0

c. Weight of base fabric, Wbf

Wbfm SF Na/n
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Using a safety factor of 3,

W 3(134.29) 402.87
bf 35 35

Wbfr 11.50 oz/yd2

Sd. Weight of fabric coating, WI
(Assuming vinyl coating, sifigie ply) I

W - 16 oz/yd2  Figure 50

e. Fabric surface area

Tent surface area - 2120 sq ft

Catenary curtain - (AP)(1 ft high)- (709)(1)
-709 sq ft

Ground seal skirt (A )(2 ft vLde)-(709)(2)
P - 1418 sq ft

Total fabric surface area = 2120 + 709 + 1418

f 4247sq ft-471.9sq yd

f. Coated fabric weight, Wcf

WcfI (total surface area)(Wbf + W )

WCf- (471.9 sq yd)(11.5Ooz/yd 2 + 16oz/yd 2 )

W cf" (471.9)(27.5)(0.0937) - 1217.5 lb

14. Find package cube, V

Estimated cube a (Wc) (0.1 ft 3 /lb)
o.f

Estimated cube - (1217.51)(0.1) - 121.75 ft 3
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15. Find blower requirements. Q

a. Air loss per inch of slide fastener
at P a 6.46 in v.g. equals 2.6 ft 3 /min/in

Figure 51

b. Total length of slide fastener, if employed, Lf

L - ,rh - %(22.5) - 70.69 ft - 848.28 in

af

c. Air loss .through slide fastener

Air loss - (air loss/inch)(length)

Air loss - (2.6)(848.28) - 2205.5 ft 3 /min

d. Air loss through ground oeal skirt

Air loss - 26 ft 3 /ft(perimeter)/min

vhere P. = 47.2 ft

Air loss - (26) (47.2) - 1227.2 ft 3 /min

e. Air loss through door is 503 ft 3 /sin

f. Total air loss (from c, d and e)

Total air loss e 2205.5 + 1227.2 + 503

- 3935.7ft 3 /min @ 6.46 in w.g.

g. Total blover requirement, Q

Q - (2) (total air loss)

Q - (2) (3936) * 7872 ft 3 /min @ 6.46 in w.g.
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Given:
Width - 50 ft
Height - 25 ft
Length .100 ft
Height-to-Diameter Ratio 1/2
Width-to-Length Ratio - 1/2
Design pressure altitude - 3000 ft
Temperature Range - 2507 to + 1000F
Wind Velocity m 110 mph

Solution:

1. Find dynamic pressure, q

a. qtd m 5.9 in w.g. - 31 psf = 0,22 psi Figure 7

b. k * 1,075 Figure 8

c. q - 1.075 qstd a 6.34 in w.g.

33.33 psf - 0.24 psi -

2. Find planform area, A

Ap 0 Tr2 + 2r(kh - 2r)

""p a(25)2 + 2(25)(100 - (2) (25))

- ff(625) + (50)(50)

A - 4463.5 sq ft

3. Find floor area, Af

Af w j (r sin 4B)2 + 2r sin :B(:h - 2r)
where #in ýB " sin go* a 1.0

SAf - 7f((25)(1))2+ 2(25)(1)(100 -50)

SA f w4463.5 sq ft

4. Find external surface area, A

As 0 rdh + (Ih - 2r)(d)(OB/57.3)

,As (y)(50)(25) + (100- 2(25)) (50)( 9

A - 7852 sq ft
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5. Find periAeter, P.
A.

pF 2wr sin *B + 2 (1h " 2r)

P, = 2,(25)(sin 900) + 2 (100 - 2(25))

Pt a 157.1 + 100 - 257.1 ft

6. Find aerodynamic loads; L, D and M

a. Lift CL q Ap

where CL - 0.540 Figure 9

L - (0.540X33.33)(4463.5) = 80,335 lb

b. Drag -CD q A

where CD = 0.450 Figure 11

D - (0.450(33.33)(4463.5) = 66,946 lb

c. Overturning moment - CM q Ap

where CM - 0.390 Figure 13

H - (-0.390)(33.33)(4463.5) - -58,020 ft-lb

7. Find maximum tent deflection; 6Fs 6H, 6 B

a. T 0.103, L - 0.103, -6 - 0.030 Figure 16
rr r

•Fb. 6 F = (-)(r) - (0.103)(25) - 2.58 ft

6r

6 - (-H)(r) - (0.103)(25) - 2.58 ft

6B
63 - (-)(r) - (0.030)(25) - 0.75 ft

8. Find inflation load, PIL

FIL P eA[

Since P. M q for stability; P. a 33.33 psf

IL- (33.33)(4463.5) - 148,769 lb
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PA" CAL- q Ap
AL -

where CAL - 1.58 Figure 20

PAL - (1.58)(33.33)(4463.5) - 235,054 lb

10. Find umber of anchors required, NA
' : PAL + ILLNA - A

1500*

148,769 + 235,054 383,823

1500 1500

NA - 256 required

S11. Find anchor spacing, AS

AS" Pe/NA

257.1U AS u - 1.004 ft between anchors

12. Find fabric stress resultants

a. Cylindrical portion

1) Peak stress resultants, N( ) for

h/d a 1/2. W/th -1/2

N
_. -0.83 Figure 27
qr

e -1.40 Figure 29

qr

No - (0.83)(0.24)(25)(12) - 59.76 lb/in

N6  - (1.40)(0.24)(25)(12) - 100.80 lb/in

2) Haximum stress resultants, N(

*Based on an allowable individual anchor load of 1500 lb for 4" arrowhead
anchor.
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. N, + P r

14 ,, 59.76 + (0.24)(25)(12)

N - 131.76 lb/in
- Per

N N + ar
Ox T

N -100.80 +. (0.24)(25)(12)
x 2

N = 100.80 + 36.00 - 136.80 lb/inI

b. Hemispherical ends

1) Peak stress resultants, N( )
fbr h/d - 1/2, W/th = 1/2

N
* 1.50 Figure 27qr

N8
-T 1.40 Figure 29

Ne

qr - 0.66 Figure 30

N - (1.50)(0.24)(25)(12) - 108.00 lb/In

N , (1.40)(0.24)(25)(12) * 100.80 lb/in

Ne- (0.66)(0.24)(25)(12) - 47.52 Wb/in

2) Maximum stress rebultants, N(

P r
N -N* * 2
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R - l18.00 + (0.24)(25)(12)

No- 108.00 + 36.00 - 144.00 lb/in

Per
Ne "e 2 "+

"" 100.80 + (0.24) (25) (12) I
No - 100.80 + 36.00 - 136.80 lb/in

N Oem * - 47.52 ib/in

3) Maximum principal stress, N
max

for hemispherical ends:

SNa (144.0 + 136.8) + 1 V144 136.8)2+ 4(47.52)22 7
N 140.4 + -1 0.744 - 188.07 lb/in
max 2

13. Find coated fabric weight, Wcf
cf.

a. Determine fiber type from other consideration,
select polyester (

b. Weight-strength relationship of fiber, n

Sn35 b Table III

c. Weight of base fabric, Wbf. using N

for hemispherical ends:

W -SF N /n
bf max

Using a safety factor of 3,

W 3(188.07) . 564.21
bf 35 35

W bf 16.12 oz/yd
2
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d. Weight of fabric coating, w,

(Assuming vinyl coating, two ply)

W - 32 oz/yd2  Figure 50

a. Fabric surface area

Tent surface area, A. - 7852 sq ft

Catenary curtain - (A )(1 ft high) -(4463.5)(1)
- 4463.5 sq ft

Ground seal skirt - (A )(2 ft wide) - (4463.5)(2)
P -8927 sq ft

Total fabric surface area - 7852 + 4463.5 + 8927
- 21,242.5 sq ft
- 2,360.3 sq yd

f. Coated fabric weight, Wcf, using Wbf requirements

of hemispherical ends:

Wcf -. (total surface area) (Wbf + Wc)

Wcf - (2,360.3)(16.12 ou/yd2 + 32 oz/yd2 )(1.5/16)

Wcf - (2,360.3)(48.12)(0.0937) - 10,647.9 lb

14. Find package cube, V

Estimated cube - (W ) (0.1 ft 3 /lb)
et

Estimated cube - (10,647.9)(0.1) - 1,064.8 ft 3

15. Find blower requirements, Q

a. Air loss per inch of slide fastener
at Pe a 6.34 in w.g. equals 2.58 ft 3 /min/in

Figure 51

b. Total length of slide fastener, if employed, Lof

Lsf - 2r 5.. + - 2r)533-- (Lh

Laf - (2)(25) ( 90_u + (100 -50)
5 7.3 

"
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T. 7- J.5 gn5 - 125.5c L-# inef

c. Air loss through slide fastener

Air loss - (air loss/inch)(length)

Air loss - (2.58)(1542) - 3978.4 ft 3 /min

d. Air loss through ground seal skirt

Air loss - 26 ft 3/ft(perimeter)/min

where P, - 257.1 ft

Air lose - (26)(257.1) - 6684.6 ft 3/min

e. Air loss through door is 503 ft 3/min

f. Total air loss (from c, d and e)

Total air loss - 3978.4 + 6684.6 + 503

Total air loss - 11,166 ft 3 /min @ 6.34 in w.g.

• $. Total blower requirement, Q

Q - 2(air loss) 22,332 ft/min @ 6.34 in w.g.
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Cylindrical Tent with Ellipsoidal Ends

Given:

Width - 50 ft
Height - 25 ft
Length - 100 ft with b/a - 1/2 = b/r
Height-to.Diameter Ratio - 1/2
Width-to-Length Ratio - 1/2
Design pressure altitude - 3000 ft
Temperature Range - 25 0F to + 100°F

Wind Velocity - 110 mph

Solution:

1. Find dynamic pressure, q

a. 5.9 in w.g. - 31 psf 0.22 psi Figure 7

b. k -1.075
p

c. q * 1.075 qstd ' 6.34 in w.g.

S33.33 pof - 0.24 psi

2. Find planform area, A p

Since a - tent radius, r, and
b/e - 1/2:

b IIT I or b -12.5 ft

Ap wbr + 2r(kh - 2b)
p
A - 7r(12.5)( 2 5) + 2(25)(100-2(25))
P
A 981.8 + 2500

A - 348l..8 sq ft
p

3. Find floor area, Af

Af - irbr siln2B + 2r senOB "h - 2r)

where sino, - sin 900 - 1.0

Af - r(12.5)( 25)(1) + 2(25)(1)(100-50)

Af - 3481.8 sq ft
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4 t"=d r -iuaw A

A ( - 2b)(d)(B /57.3)+1h 2r2 + - -1n

where a - b- b/r

." " " 1- 5 " -" 0.866

As (100 - 25)(50)(90/57.3) + ,2 I 2(25)2+ (12.5)2 a 1 + 0.866
50 0.866 1 - 0.8661

A 5887.5 + 2286.77 - 8174.27 sq ft

5. Find perimeter, P1

P, a nTr alfl*8 V2 11+ (4)21 + 2 (1h - 2b)

P, - ir(25)sin 90 v 12. + 2 (100 - 2(12.5))

P, -25 n.4 + 150 - 274 ft

6. Find aerodynamic loads; L, D and M
a. Lift a CL q Ap

where CL - 0.904 Figure

"L - (0.904)(33.33)(3481.4) - 104,896 1b

b. Drag -. CD q Ap

where CD - 0.500 Figure 11

D - (0.500) (33.33) (3481.4) - 58,018 lb

c. Overtutnumg moment - CM a A

H p

Swhere CM - - 0.648 Figure 13

HM (-0.648)(33.33)(3481.4) - -75,191 lb

7. Find maximum tent deflection: 8F, 6 6B

a. - 0.175, L - 0.098, -6-B 0.052 Figure 16
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6 F
b. 6F - (0.175)(25) - 4.38 ft

6H- ()(r) - (0.098)(25) - 2.45 ft

B (-)(r) - (0.052)(25) - 1.30 ft

8. Find inflation load, PIL

IL f

Since P " q for stability; P - 33.33 psf

PIL = (33.33)(3481.8) - 116,048 lb

9. Find anchor load, PL

PAL CAL q

where CAL 2.30 Figure 20

P (2.30)(33.33)(3481.8) - 266,910 lb

10. Find number of anchors required, NA

iA - PIL + PAL
1500*

NA - 116.048 + 266.910 382 958

1500 1500

NA - 256 required

11. Find anchor spacing, AS

AS . Pz
NA

274
AS m 2 - 1.07 ft between anchors

*Baaed on an allowable individual anchor load of 1500 lb for a 4" arrowhead
anchor.
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IL

12. ±xnd labric stress resultants

a. Cylindrical section

1) Peak stress resultants, N( ) for h/d a 1/2

W/Ih - 112 and b/r a 1/2

t - 1 . 90 ,U - 1.73 Figure 32
qr qr

N, - (1.90)(0.24) (25) (12)' - 136.8 lb/in

N8 - (1.73)(0.24)(25)(12) - 124.6 lb/in

2) Maximum stress resultants, N (

Since Pe/q a 1.0, b/r - 1.0, W/Lh - 1.0;

Cq .q= .0, 'b# "1.0, C' - 10' ChO, 1.0
i Figure 33

%Ce = 1.0, Cbe =1.0, C ae - 1.0, Chn 1.0

Figure 34

N - (1.0)(1.0)(1.0)(l.0)(1.90)(0.24)(25)(12) * 136.8 Wb/in

S(1.0)(1.0)(1.0)1.0)(1.73)(0.24)(25)(12) 124.6 Win

b. Ellipsoidal endsF•
1) Peak stress resultants, N( )

N N N
-~-2.72, -m2.20,- 1.82 Figure 32qr qr 'qr

N = (2.72)(0.24)(25)(12) = 195.8 lb/in

ae w (2.20)(0.24)(25.)(12) , 158.4 lb/in

SNý- (1.81)(0.24)(25)(12) a 131.0 lb/in

2) Maximum stress resultants, N( I
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Since P /q - 1.0, b/r - 1.0, W/kh = 1.0,e

h/d - 1.0;
Cq 1.1 0, Cwo 1.0, Cho = 1.0

Figure 33

Cq8 -1.0, Cb= 1.0, ewe 1.0. the = 1.0

Figure 34

Cqoe- 1 e 1.0, Cw0e= 1.0, Choe- 1.0

Figure 35

N (1.0)(1.0)(1.0)(1.0)(2.72)(0.24)(25)(12) - 195.8 lb/in

N8 - (1.0)(1.0)(1.0)(1.0)(2.20)(0.24)(25)(12) - 158.4 lb/in

NOm (1.0)(1.0)(1.0)(1.0)(1.82)(0.24)(25) (12) - 131.0 lb/in

c. Maximum stream, N max

1) Cyllndrical portion

mN . x 136.8 lb/in

2) Ellipsoidal end stress resultant

N - 1( N1 + ) + 1(N- go) - 2 4g2max T 47 0 , N/n *

"Nmax (195.8T 158.4), + 7(195.8 158.4)2 + 4(131.0)2

N -177.1 + 470042.8 - 309.5 lb/in

13.' Find coated fabric weight, Wcf

a. Determine fiber type from other considerations,
select polyester

b. Weight-strength relationship of fiber, n

n 35 lbd 2  Table III
in as

c. Weight of base fabric, Wbf

Wbf a SF Nmax/f
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I

UnIna a nf•a•v fnAttj ^f I
-- . . . . . . . . -

1) Cylindrical portion

W 136.8). 410.4

Wbf 35 35 11.72 oz/yd2

2) Ellipsoidal ends

3009.5), 928.5 * 26.5 o/yd235 35

d. Weight of fabric coating, We
(Assuming vinyl coating, two-ply)

we M 32 oz/yd2  Figure 50

e. Fabric surface area

Tent uurface area, A - 8174.27 sq ft

Catenary curtain - (A )(1 ft high) - 3481.8)(1)
N - 3481.8 sq ft

Ground seal skirt - (A )(2 ft wide) a 3481.8)(2)
p• • 6963.6 sq ft

Total fabric surface area - 8174.3 + 8481.8 + 6963.6
a23,619.7 sq ft

2,624.1 aq yd

f. Coated fabric weight, Wcf using Wbf
requirements of elliptical endes

W f , (total surface area) (Wbf + W)

W U (2,624.1)(26.5 + 32.0) (1.5/16)

W cf - (2,624.1)(58.5)(0.0937) -14,392 lb

14. Find package cube, V

Estimated cube - (Wf) (0.1 ft 3 /1b)

Estimated cube - (14,392)(0.1) - 1439 ft 3
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15. Find blower requirements, Q

a. Air lss per inch of slide fastcner
e .". ;,;. .J. ,j-il., 2. C. .

Figure 51

b. Total length of slide fastener, if employed, Lsf

Lh 2
Laf U' 1 2II+(-b) 21 (zh 2

25

Lf . (T)(25) 12 1 125

Lsf - (39.27)(1.58) + 75

L wsf 137.1 ft - 1645.2 in

c. Air loss through slide fastener

Air lose - (air loss/inch)(length)

Air loss - (2.58)(1645.2) - 4244.6 ft3/mfn

d. Air loss through ground seal skirt

Air loss - 26 ft3/ft(perimeter)/min

where P, = 274 ft

Air loss =(26)(274) - 7124 ft3/min

e. Air loss through door is 503 ft 3 /min

f. Total air loss (from c, d and e)

Total air loss - 4245 + 7124 + 503

Total air loss - 11,872 ft 3 /miu @ 6.34 in w.g.

g. Total blower requirement, Q

Q - 2(air loss) - 23,744 ft 3 /min @ 6.34 in w.g.
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Unknowit Shape I
Required:

A cylindrical enclosure with a storage area of 600 sq ft
Lo contain a package cube having a height, y, of 8 feet.
Anticipated environmental conditions are:

Pressure altitude 2000 ft
Temperature, +1256 to - 500 F
Wind velocity, 105 mph

"!olution:

1. Find optimum W/ih end h/d ratios from a stability

and aerodynamic loads standpoint.

a. Due to high wind enviro;unent
a W/ih - 1/2 is recommended.

b. To ainimize aerodynamic loads with
a WAh a 1/2, a tent with hemisphericalH ends and a h/d - 1/2 is recommended.

Figures 9, 11, 13

2. Find the tent radius, r, to enclose the required
package cube.

a. Since the enclosure has hemispherical ends
and a WiAh - 1/2, the package length must

equal twice the radius, or

(2r)(2x) - 4xr - 600 ft 2

where x - 1/2 package width

b. Also the tent radius equals the square root
of the sum of the squares of x and y (package
height) or,

r -

c. Combining equation in "a" and "b" and solving
for x and r yields

x -11.0 ft and r -13.6 ft
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d. Also, since W/Zh - 1/2, Zh a 4r - 54.4 ft

and since hid - 12, - 13.6 EL

3. Find dynamic pressure, q

a. qetd - 5.4 in w.g - 28.1 peE 0.159 psi

for a sea level standard day Figure 7

b. k p 1.18 Figure 0

P

c. q - 1.18 qstd = 6.37 in w.g.

- 33.16 psf - 0.188 psi

4. Find planform area, A
p

A - -'r2 + 2r(kh - 2r)

A - w(13.6) 2 + 2(13.6)(54.4 - 27.2)
p

A - 581.1 + 739.8
p

A - 1320.9 sq ft
p

5. Find floor area, Af

Af = w(r sin B) 2 + 2r si (h - 2r)

where sino, - sin 900 - 1.0

Af •r((13.6)(l))2 + 2(13.6)(1)(54.4 - 27.2)

A 0 7(185) + (27.2) (27.2)f

A . 581.1 + 739.8 - 1320.9 eq ft
f

6. Fiud external s, .rface area, As

A - ivdh + (th - 2r)(d)(OB/57.3)

Al a (Ti)(27.2)(13.6)+(54.4 - 27.2)(27.2)(90/57.3)

A - 1162.1 + 739.8 - 1901.9 sq ft
5

7. Find perimeter, P .

P2 M 21r BfinB + 2(1h - 2r)

Pt - 21r(13.6) (sin 900) + 2(54.4 - 27.2)

P, M 85.5 + 54.4 - 139.9 ft
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I
8. Find aerodynamic loads; L, D and M

a. Lift- CL q A

where C - 0.540 Figure 9
L

L - (0.540)(33.16)(1320.9) 23,652.5 lb

b. Drag a CD q Ap

where CD - 0.450 Figure 11

D a (0.450)(33.16)(1320.9) - 19,710.5 lb

c. Overturning moment - CM q Ap

where CM - - 0.390 Figure 13

M - (-0.390)(33.16)(1320.9) - 17, 082.4 ft-lb

9. Find maximum tent deflection; 6 6, and
FF 6Bi

a. L-- 0. 103, - -0. 103, LB- 0.030 Figure 161

b. 6 (-a-)(r) - (0.103)(13.6) - 14.0 ft

6U

(-•)(r) - (0.103)(13.6) n 14.0 ftH ra

10.Fi6nd (0.030)(13.6) 0.41 ft

S10. Find Inflation load, PL

PIL = PeAfI

Since Pe q for stability, Pe - 33.16 psf

PIL " (33.16)(1320.9) 4 43,801 lb *

11. Find anchor load, Pit AL

PAL CAL q AP

where CA1 a 1.58 Figure 20

PAL - (1.58)(33.16)(1320.9) * 69,205.6 lb
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12. Find number of anchors required, NA
PTT . PAT

NA - l5OHA" 1500e

43,801 + 69,206 113,007

NA a 1500 1500

NA - 75.3 required

13. Find anchor spacing, AS

AS - PL/NA

AS = 139.9 1.R5 ft between anchors
75.3

14. Find fabric stress resultants

a. Cylindrical portion

1) Peak stress resultants, N for h/d 1 1/2,( )W/h -1/2

N
- 0.83 Figure 27qr

N8  1.40 Figure 29

qr

N - (0.83)(0.188)(13.6)(12) - 25.47 lb/in

NS a (1.40)(0.188)(13.6)(12) * 42.95 lb/in

2) Maximum stress resultants, N(

N N + Per

N• - 25.47 + (0.188)(13.6)(12)

W - 25.47 + 30.68 - 56.15 lb/in

Pr

S -*N + •
x e 2

*Based on an allowable individual anchor load of 1500 lb for a 4" arrowhead

anchor.
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I
S(_.±8C&d(1J. 6 )(1 2 )

N in29+ 2

- 42.95 + 15.34 - 58.29 lb/in
x

b. Hemispherical ends

1) Peak stress resultants, N for h/d - 1/2,
W/Lh

, - 1.50 Figure 27
qr

Ne
q- 1.40 Figure 29
qr

N
0.66 Figure 30

qr

No - (1.50)(0.188)(13.6)(12) - 46.02 Wb/in

N9  - (1.40)(0.188)(13.6)(12) - 42.95 lb/in

N (0.66)(0.188)(13.6)(12) * 25.01 lb/in

2) Maximum stress resultants, N)

N+r

N .46.02 + 2o.18)(13.6) (2)

S2

(0.188)(13.6) (12)N"e 42.95 +2e 2

- " ,42.95 + 15.34 58.29 b/.in

N- " - 25.01 lb/in
Oe ý4



3) Maximum principal stress, N
max

for hemispherical ends:

N +~ N- )1) 2 4 2
max 2 a)e

eax= (61.36 + 58.29) + ½ "(61.36 - 58.29)2 + 4 (25.01)-

N - 59.82 + - V2511.47 - 84.88 lb/in
max 2

15. Find coated fabric weight, wcf

a. Determine fiber type from other considerations,
select polyester

b. Weight-strength zelationship of fiber, n

in bo Table ItI

in oz

c. Weight of base fabric, wbf, using

N for hemispherical ends:

Wbf SF Nmax/n

Using a safety factor of 3,

b 3(84.88) 254.64
wbf 35 35

-bf 7.28 oz/yd
2

d. Weight of fabric coating, w

(Assuming vinyl coating, two ply)

wc a 32.0 oz/yd 2  Figure 50

a. Fabric surface area

Tent surface area, A - 1901.9 eq ft
5
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Catenary curtain area = (A )(I ft high)

p

-(1320.9) (1) = 1320.9 eq ft

Croijnd seal skirt area -(Ap) (2 ft wide)

- (1320.9)(2) - 2641.8 sq ft

Total fabric surface area - 1901.9 + 1320.9 + 2641.8

a 5864.6 eq ft

- 651.0 sq yd

f. Coated fabric weight, Vof, using wbf

requirements of hemispherical ends:

wcf - (total surface area)(wbf + wc)

-Wf - (651.0)(7.28 oz/yd2 + 35 oz/yd2 )(1.5/16)

b Vcf - (651.0)(42.28)(0.0937) - 2579 lb

16. Find package weight and cube

Adjusted package wt - 1.5 Wcf * 3869 lb

Estimated cube u (adjusted package wt)(0.1 ft 3 /lb

Estimated cube w (3869)(0.1) 386.9 ft3

17. Find blower requirements, Q

a. Air love per inch of elide fastener
at P e 6.37 in w.g. equals 2.59 ft 3/min/in

Figure 51

b. Total length of slide fastener, if
employed, Lsf

L M 2 r (-. + (X - 2r)
of 573+

Lsf a 2 (13.6)(0.109) + (54.4 - 27.2)
if 57.3

Lof = 42.7 + 27.2 - 69.9 ft * 838.8 in
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I
c. Air loss through slide fastener

Air loss - (air loss/inch)(lenoth)

Air loss - (2.59)(838.8) - 2172.5 ft 3 /,min

d. Air loss through ground seal skirt

Air loss - 26 ft 3 /ft(perimeter)/min

where P, = 139.9 ft

Air loss * (26)(139.9) - 3637.4 ft 3 /min

a. Air loss through door is 503 ft 3 /mJrn

Z. Total air loss (from c, d and e)

Total air loss - 2172.5 + 3637.4 + 503

Total air loss - 6312.9 ft 3 /min @ 6.37 in w.g.

g. Total blower requirements, Q

Q 2(air loss) * 12,625,8 ft 3/min @ 6.37 in w.g.
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DOUBLE-WALL TENT

Known Shape

Civen:

Double-wall cylinder with flat ends
Width - 100 ft
Length - 200 ft
Height a 50 ft
Height:Diameter Ratio a 1/2
Width:Length Ratio a 1/2
Cell Radius - 2 ft
Sea Lavel Standard Atmosoharo
Wind Velocity - 90 knots

Solution:

1. Find dynamic pressure q

a. qstd 0 5.3 in w.g. * 28 pef ' 0/19 psi Figure 7

2. Find planform area, Ap

Ap A

•,. -n (100) (200) * 20,000 cq ft

Af * (100) (200) * 20,000 eq ft I

4. Find urflace area, A3, of circular sided tent

a. Walls

57.3

As - 4 (200)(50) (-Q.-)
57.3

An a 62,800 aq ft - 6,980 sq yd

b. Webs

With cell radius, rc * 2 ft, 0 - 4 ft
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and settine a, - 300

Web spacing - (2) (rc) (sin ac)

Web spacing (2) (2) (sin 300) - 2 ft

Number of vebs -2-- 100

As - 2nvr OD_
57.3

As - (2) (100) (4) (50) ( 90 - 62,800 sq ft
S6,980 Sq ft

c. End curtains

2 *34As 2r2(27 sin #B coso B)

2
As -2(50) (2) ($902 - sin 900 cos 90&)

57.3

As , 2('500) (:) (1.57) - 0

AR 15,700 sq ft - 1,745 sq yd

d. Total surface area, A.,

A - 6 + 62.800 + 15,700

As - 141,300 sq ft - 15,700 sq yd

5. Find length of anchored sldes

PI " 2h - 400 ft

6. Final aerodynamic loads; L, D, and H (assome tent
anchored and guyed)

a. Lift - CL q Ap
C

where L - 0.566 Figure 10

L - (0.566) (28) (20,000) - 316,960 lb

b. Drag - CD q Ap

where CD - 0.275 Figure 12
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D - (0275) (28) (20,000) = 154,000 lb

c. Overturning moment - CM q Ap

where CM - -0.508 Figure 14

M - (-0.508) (28) (20,000) - -284,480 ft lb

7. Find maximum tent deflection; 6 F, 6 H9, 6
Figure 1

. -0.,102, -L 0.100, LB 0.080

r r r

b. 6F ( 4 F (r) - (0.102) (50) - 5.1 ft
r

. (_) (r) - (0.100) (50) = 5.0 ftSr~I-
r6 (r) - (0.080) (50) -4.0 ft

rI
8. Find bass anchor load, PBL I-

PBL B CBL q Ap

•,• "where CBL =1.0 Figure 21 i -

PBL - (1.0) (28) (20,000) - 560,000 lb Fu 2

9. Find number of base anchors required,

B -0

NA 0 374

10. Find base anchor spacing, AS

AS -
NA

AS m 400 m 1.07 ft
374

11. Find guy line load, PGL

GL CGL q %A

* Based on an allowable individual anchor load of 1500 lb for a 4" arrow-
head anchor.
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where C L 0.450 Figure 22
GL

PGL - (0.450) (28) (20,000) - 252,000 lb

12. Find number of guy lines required

Nol - 252.000
1500*

NGL - 168

(Reference test stability discussion for best guy

line arrangement)

13. Find cell pressure required, P.

a. Cell width to diameter ratio, w/d 4 . 0.08
5O

I b. Pc - 3.2 Cq - 1.05 and Cw 1.0 Figure 37

c. PC Cq Cw (PC/q) q

Pc - (1.05) (1.0) (3.2)(5.3)

Pc - 17.8 in w.g.

14. Find the fabric stress resultants N

a. The web stress,

q 3.4 (interpolated) Figure 38

N
-.Nw" - ) (q) - (4.0) (5.3) - 21.2 lb/in

q
b. The loop stress, Nh

Nh
q 3.8 (interpolated) Figure 39

N

Nh - (Nh) (q)- (3.9) (5.3) , 20.6 lb/in
q

c. The meridional stress, N0

N. - 14.2 Figure 42

* Based on an allowable individual anchor load of 1500 lb for a 4" arrow-

head anchor.
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15. Find coated fabric weight, Wcf

a. Determine fiber type from other considerations,
select polyester.

b. Weight - strength relationship of fiber, N

N - 35 lb -. yd2

in oz Table III

c. Weight of base fabric, Wbf

Wbf SF Nx/N using SF - 3.0

1. Inner and outer skin fabric

Wbf ' (SF)(Nh/N)

2
Wbf - (3.0)(20.6/35) - 1.77 ozlyd

2. Web fabric

Wbf- (SP) (Nw/N)

~2Wbf - (3.0) (21.2/35) -1.81 oz/yd

d. Weight of fabric coating, Wc
(Assuming vinyl coating, single-ply)

W -8.5 oz/yd2  Figure 50

e. Coated fabric weight, Wcf

1. Walls and webs

Wcf - (wall and web area) (Wbf + We)(1.33/16)

Assuming Wbf - 1.81 ox/yd

Wcf - (13,960) (1.81 + 8.5) (1.33/16)

W cf = (13,960) (10.31) (0.083) - 11,930 lb

2. End curtains

Wcf = (end curtain area) (Wbf + Wd) (1.5/16)

Wcf - (1.745) (10.31) (0.094) - 1,696 lb
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3. Total coated fabric weight, Wef

Wcf - (15.e.1 + 15.e.2)

Wcf - (11,930 + 1,696) - 13,626 lb

16. Find package cube, V

Estimated cube - (total Wcf) (0.065 ft 3 /lb)

Estimated cube - (13,626) (0.065) - 885.7 ft 3

17. Find blower requirements, Q

a. Cell volume, Ve - 2 w I r (IB)
7.3 90

Vc - 2 (4) (200) (50) 903

V - 125,600 ft]
call volume

b. Volumetric flow, q * celltvolme

Assuming an inflation time of 30 minutes

125 600Q 3 
3

Q 4 4,187 ft 3/mn at zero in w.g.
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DOUBLE-WALL TENT

Unknovn Shape

Required:

A cylindrical enclosure with a storage floor area of 900
sq ft and a minimum height of 11 ft. Anticipated environ-
tuental conditions aret

Pressure altitude, 2000 ft
Temperature range, +1250 to -50°F
Wind velocity, 110 mph

Solution:

1. Find optimum tent shape, W/1 and h/d ratios, to
minimize anchor loads, assuuthn guy lines.

a. Select V/i - 1/4 and h/d - 0.375
for Minimuk CBL Figure 21

Sb. From a geometric point of view, it can be shown

that a tent having an h/d - 0.375 will more than
double the width to mret the requirement for the
11-foot height, leading to excessive size and
weight. To arrive at the optimum tent size and
shape requires extensive geometric study, the
extent of which is beyond the scope of this

c. To continue this example problem, a cent with a
higsher h/d would lead to a lighter weight structure.
A tent of optimum h/d and W/th can be arrived at
as follows.

d. Find the enclosure dimensions to house the re-

quired storage cube.

a. Storage cube - (width)(length)Oheight)

Since W/Ah is assumed 1/4, the minimum
length - 4 (width). Therefore, cube 4 t.
L(height) (width)2

Since floor area a 900 sq ft and the
height - 11 ft, the storage cube * (900)
(11) - 9900 cu ft
Thus:

9900 - (4)(l1)(rldth) 2
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or Storage width Vf -4 =225 15 ft44

and Storage length - 4(width) - 60 ft

e. Find the smallest tent radius to enclose the
storage cross-sectional area. The smallest
radius would be the one which circumscribes the
four corners of the storage area. Hence the
radius, r, is

V V/ ,Midth2 + height 2

rI / •2 _..2

r-
2 2

Sr 9.3 ft

Hence diameter, d, * 2r * 18.6 ft

L1 I j Tent hiight, h - r + storage height

F I h - 9.3 + 5.5 - 14.8 ft

Approximate h/d 14.8 0.8
18.6

Iand W/h 1/3

f. Adjust the tent radius to provide for wind de-
flection and cell depth.

Since - 0.275 Figure 18
r

for the approximate h/d and W/Lh

I(-) r - (0.275)(9.3) = 2.56 ft

and cell width v = 0.123 (d + 2 6F)

w - (0.123)(23.72)

"v - 2.92 ft
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rherefore, final tent radius. r is

r approx dr= 2 +F w

r - 9.3 + 2.56 + 2.92

r - 14.78 ft

Thus, d - 2r - W -29.56 ftH Since required length, th is 60 ft, the tent• w / • h = 2 9 . 5 6
With or 1/2.

g. Find final h/d ratio

h outside tent radius + 5.5
d outside tent diameter

Hence final h/d follows:

h/d -14.78+5.5 20.28S29.56 5 -6•

h/d -0.7

h. Find planform area, A-

A - WLh i
PA - (29.56)(60)

AO- 1774 .q ft
2. Find the surface area, A., of circular sided tent.

a. Walls

A4 - r *B

where

4B - 2 sin-1  -
2r

and

C
f 2

S 21- F -3o0.25
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2- 13.42

C - 26.8

Therefore

2 sin-1 26.8
B29.6

t n 2 sin-1 0.9

-B - 2 (64) - 1280

As 0 4 (60)(29.6) 128

An - (240)(29.6)(2.24)

An = 15,913 sq ft V 1i66 sq yds

b. Webs

With cell radius, r_ a 1.46 ft and
setting cell angle, ac - 300

web spacing 2 r0 sin a

web spacing - ( 2 )(1. 46)(sin 300)=1.46 ft
Number of vebs w £h/spacing =7145 100

As. - 2 n w r IB
l 57.3

As - C2)(100)(2.92)(14.78)(C21!)
57.3

As - 19,250 sq ft = 2,140 sq ydc. End Curtains

i A = r2 57-.3- sn ýB cos

As " 2(14.78)2 ( -) ( )-(.7880X.61572J

As -436 [.47 - .48]

As M 17 4 0 sq ft m 193 sq yd

d. Total surface area, A
S

An a 1766 + 2140 + 193 = 4,099 sq yd
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3. Find length of anchored sides

Pi - 2 th 2 (60) = 120 ft

4. Find the dynamic pressure, q

a. q 2.4 in w.g. - 14.5 pof a 0.11 psi
for a sea level standard day Figure 7

b. K -1.18 
Figure f

c. q - 1.18 qstd " 2.84 in w.g.

17.1 psf a 0.13 psi
5. Find aerodynamic loads; L, D, and M (assume cent

anchored and guyed)

a. LiftCL q Ap

where CL - 0.725 Figure 10
L - (0.725)().7.1)(1771) - 22,000 lb

b. Dragw qCD A
where C. - 0.550 Figure 12
D a (0.550)(17.1)(1771) - 16,670 lb

c. Overturning momnt - CM q A

where CM -0.588 Figure

M - (-0..588)(17.1)(1771) , -17,820 ft lb

6.' Find maxinum tent defledtion a SH, 6B

0.187, 0.107, -- = 0.113 Figure 18

b. 6F (7-)( ) -(0.187)(14.78) - 2.77 ft

6 - ar) 1 (0.107)(14.78) * 1.58 ft

8," (LB) W (0.113)(14.78) 1.67 ft
1 r
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7. Find base anchor load, PBL

PBLn CBL q Ap

where CCL " 1.04 Figure 21

i a- (1.04)(17.1)(1771) - 31,500 lb

8. Find number of base anchors required, NA

NA - 31BL.-2 Sy 2 1ec ie1500*

| NA 1500 - 21 (Say 22, 1.1 each side)

9. Find base anchor spacing, AS

p
AS =

NA

AS- 12-0 5.45 ft
22

10, Find guy line load, PGL

PGLWC~~GAPGL = CGL q A p

where CGL * 0.566 Figure 22

PGL - (0.566)(17.1)(1771) * 17,150 lb

1,i Find number of guy lines required
PS~NGL • G-L

1500*

NGL - 7 11.5 (Say 12)S~1500

(Reference tent stability discussion for best
guy-line arrangement)

12. Find cell pressure required, P5

a, Cell width to tent diameter ratio, w/d

w/d a 2.92 w 0.099, Use h/d - 3/8 curve

* Based on an allowable individual anchor load of 1500 lb
for a 4" arrowhead anchor
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b. !c- 3.3,C, - 1.4 and C..- 1.0 Figure 3?
q

C. PC = Cq CW (Pc/q) q

PC a (1.4)(1.0)(3.3)(2.84)

Pc. 13.1 In w.g. or 4.6 q

S13. Find the fabric itras resultants N.

a. The web atrese, Nw

N,,"-- 3.95, Since rc - 17.5 in Figure 38
q

and P. = 5q

N Nv q,)C * (3.95)(2.84) • 11.2 ib/in

b. The hoop stress, Nb

3.-98 Figure 39

NM(. 4 I(q) a'(3.%98)(2.84) *11.3 Wbin

c. The meridional ctrosas NHh q
N 7.8 b/in Figure 41

14. F.nd coated fabric weight, Wf

Sselect polyester

b. Weight - staength relationship of fiber, n

lb-.yd2  Table III
in oz

c. Weight of base fabric, Wbf

Wbf * SF N max/n using SF a 3.0
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1) Inner and outer skin fabric

Wbf = (SF)(Nh/1)

Wbf - (3.0) (11.3/35) = 0.97 oz/yd2

2) Web fabric

Wbf - (SF)(Nw/n)

IJf - (3.0)(11.2/35) - 0.96 oz/yd2

d. Weight of fabric coating, We

(assuming vinyl coating, single ply)

Wc - 8.5 oz/yd2  
Figure 50

a. Coated fabric weight, Wf

1) Walls and webs

Wcf - (wall and web area) (Wbf+Wc) (1.33/16)

using Wbf - 0.97 oz/yd2

Wcf - (3906)(9.47)(1.33/16)

Wcf a (3906)(9.47)(0.083) = 3060 lb

2) End curtains

Wcf - (end curtain area)(Wbf + Wc)(1.5/16)

Wcf = (193)(9.47)(0.094) - 172 lb

3) Total coated fabric weight, Wcf

Wcf (15.e.l. + 15.e.2)

Wcf = (3060 + 172) - 3232 lb

15. Find package cube, V

Estimated cube - (total Wcf)(O.0 6 5 ft 3 /lb)

Estimated cube - (3232)(0.065) - 210 ft 3
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-;, .ujover requirements, Q

a. Call volume, V, 2w th r(-)

b. Volumetric flo,

(assumIng an inflation time of 30 minutes)

Q cell volume
inflation ttin

11 600

Q-387 ft3/min at zero In w.g. 1
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SUiUAKY

The objective of this program is to provide tentage

Information based on wind tunnel test data that can be appliedeither to the evaluation and Improvement of existing ground-vounted.

air-supported structures or to the design of such future structures.The data preseanted are the results of a program conducted by the

Hayes International Corporation of Birulngham, Alabamsa for the U. S.
Army Natick Laboratories, Natick, Massachusetts.

The program consisted of study, test, and analytical

investigation phases which began in July 1963 and concluded in May
1968. During the study phase, a review was made of pertinent
literature on experimental techniques, data, and analyses applicable

to determining maximum aerodynamic forces on and stresses In fabric
structures. The wind tunnel investigations consisted of detailed
testing of thirty-six tent models to include seventeen single-wall
structures (eleven with nonporous and six with porous fabric) and
nineteen double-wall structures. Tests were conducted at stabilized
wind spaads up to 110 miles per hour in the Virginia Polytechnic
Institute's 6' x 6' stability tunnel. In the analytical phase,
test data were used to develop fabric stress and aerodynamic coef-
ficient data variation with tent parameters.

The results of the wind tunnel investigations and the
-stress analyses have been incorporated Into this design manural andinclude comprehensive, practical design data suitable for engineering

reliable, stable, single- and double-wall, air-supported structures.
Data, in general, are presented in nondimensional coefficient form,
and, therefore, are applicable to full scale structures within the

* jrange of parameters investigated. Design Information ts presented
as charts and tables on such items as tent aerodynamic force and
moment coefficients, anchor and guy line coefficients, surface
deflections, material stresses and specifications, usable volume,
and weight.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Coefficient - A dimensionless parametric ratio which is a function of tent
shape and inertia and viscous forces acting on the tent.

Dynamic Pressure - That portion of the stagnation pressure which results
from the motion of the fluid. Also referred to as impact pressure or
velocity pressure. The mathematical expression for dynamic pressure is

Iq 1- U2

2

In. w.a. - Cage pressure expressed in inches of water.

Planform Area - Maximum projection area of a structure in a horizontal
plane.

712
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SYMBOLS

Af Floor Area (12)

Ao Orifice area (12)

A Planform area (12)
p

As Surface area (12)

AS Anchor spacing (1)

a Ellipsoidal smimajor axis (1)

b Ellipsoidal semiminor axis (1)

SCAL Anchor load coefficiento sinle-wall tent

CBL Base anchor load coefficient, double-vail tent I
Cb( Ellipsoidal end single-vall tent stress resultant correction J
Cb( factor

j ""* Cc Coefficient of contraction

CD Drag coefficient

CGL Guy line coefficient, double-vail tent

Ch( ) Ellipsoidal end singlo-vall tent stress resultant correction
factor

CL Lift coefficient

CM Pitching, overturning, moment coefficient

Co Orifice coefficient 9

C Cell pressure correction factor, double-wall tent

( ~Ellipsoidal and minSle-vall tent stress resultant correctionSCq• factor

Cv Velocity coefficient

SCW Call pressure correction factor, double-wall tent

CW() Ellipsoidal and single-vwll tent stress resultant correction
factor

c Tent floor chord-width (1)
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D Drag (f)

d Tent diameter (1)

e Ellipsoidal end eccentricity, single-wall tent

h Tent height (1)

hr Distance from ground plans to center of curvature (1)r!

k Impact pressure correction factor
P

L Lift (f)
IL

Lf Slide fastener length (1)

'bTent length (1)

M Sending mouent(l-f)

MA Number of anchors

Rh Hoop stress resultaut (fl-1)

awaWeb stress resultant (fl-1 )

NX Longitudinal stress resultant (fl-1)K1e Circumferential stress resultant (fl 1)

.- 1,N Meridional itress resultant (f0 11)

N~, M ~e Shear stress resultants (fl"1)

N'( ) Maximum stress resultant (f1-1)

Number of cells

PA Anchor load, single-vall tent (f)

PBL Anchor load on base, double-wall tent (f)

Pc Cell pressure (fl"

Pe Tent enclosure pressure (fl 2)

PGL Guy line load, double-wall tent (f)

PL Tent perimeter (1)
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Q ~Velman flow (1 3 t-1 )

q Dynasic (impact) pressure (f1-2 )

r Teut radium (1)

r Coll radius (1)

Safety factor

U velocity at-')

V Package cube (13) 3

V Tent enclosed volume (13)

V CCell volume Qis

V ~Taut width(l

Vbf. Weight of beae fabuic (fl-2)

Vcf Wisight of camted. fabric (f172 )

V*~h of fabric coating (lý

v Cal width (1)

xOne-half package width (1)

&y Package height (1)
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GREEK SYMBOLS

aC Cll angle

6B Rear tent deflection (1)

Front tent deflection (1)

1H Top tent deflection (1)

f I 1Fabric weight-strength ratio ( )'1 1-f
Curvilinear coordinates

Numerical constant, 3.1416

P Density of air (fl" 3)

"@B Angle subtended by curved beam, degrees

Dimensional Notation:

f denotes units of force

1 denotes units of length

t denotes units of time

r denotes units of temperature
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Single-Wall Sphere.

1. h/d - 3/8
2. h/d - 1/2
3. h/d - 3/4
4. h/d - 7/8
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Figure 24. Variation of Stress Ratio with Apex Angle
(Spherical Single Wall Tonto)
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Figure 25. Coordinate System and Membrane, Stresses for
a Truncated Sphericai Shell
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Figure 26. Variation of Maximum Design Stress Coefficient With
Tent Width-to-Length Ratio; h/d -3/8, N /qr
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Figure 29. Variation of Maxlmum Design Stress Coefficient With
Tent Width-to-Leugth Ratio; hid w3/8, 1/2. 3/4, N,/qr
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i Figure 31. Coordinate System and Membrane Stresses forI• a Cylindrical Shell with Hemispherical Ends.
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DOUBLE-WALL CYLINDERS

Cond: Pc ac
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t2. 4q 300
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figure 39. Variation of Hoop Streus Coefficient with Cell Radius.
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[GUY LINES ATTACHED 0.80 TENT HEIGHTr

Cond: PC C'
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DOUBLE-WALL CYLINDERS
GUY LINES ATTACHED 0.80 TENT~ HEIGHT

Cond: P. Pg
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DOUBLE -WALL CYLINDERS
GUY LINES ATTACHED 0.80 TENT HEIGHT

N-ote: w/d -0.16, 90 Sloping Sides; b/d s0.80
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DOUBLE-WALL CYLINDERS

GUY LINES ATTACHED 0.80 TENT HEIGI4T

Note: w/d -0.12, 90 Sloping Sides; h/d =0.80

7-Cond: _C O
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DOULE-WALL CYLINDERS
GUY LIZ4ES ATTACHED 0.80 TENT HEIGHT

Nate: w/d -0.08, 90 Sloping Sides; hid -0.80
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DOUBLE-WALL CYLINDERS

Note: v/d -0.16, h/d *0.75
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DOUBLE-WALL CYLINDERS
AZUY LINES ATTACHED 0.80 TENT HEIGHT

Note: w/d -0.12, h/d -0.75

-
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... .. .~ .j .:t . 14±....
40 2-A.060 .

9Impact Pressure q - Inches of Water Gage

Figure 47. Variation of Meridional Stress Resultant with Impact
Pressure, q; v/d -0.12, h/d *0.75
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DOUBLE-WALL CYLINDERS
GUY LIKES ATTACHED 0.80 TENT HEIGHT

Note: w/d - 0.08, h/d 0.75
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Impact Pressure q - Inches of Water Gage

Figure 48. Variation of Meridional Stress Resultant with Impact
Pressure, q; v/d - (1.08, h/d w 0.75
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FI~ur* 49. Coordinate System and Stress Resultants
for a Double-Wall Cylindrical Tent with
Circular Crons Section
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FABRIC COATING WEIGHT

Legend:
Vinyl Coating, SinglePly, MIas -40

-- Viu nyl Coating, Siwgo-Ply, Bias -408
----- Chioroprene, Single-Ply, ?IIL-C-43285

35 -
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4- T -1

0 4 8 2 1

Weight of Base Fabric -oz./yd. 2

Figure 50. Weight of Coating for Single-and Two-Ply Coated Fa2bric.
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Figure 52. Coordinate Systm and L:rees Resultants
for a Double-Wall Cylindrical Tent with
Straight Sides
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